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Abstract. Let P,Q ∈ Fq [X] \ {0} be two coprime polynomials over the finite
field Fq with degP > degQ. We represent each polynomial w over Fq by
w =
k∑
i=0
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
using a rational base P/Q and digits si ∈ Fq [X] satisfying deg si < degP .
Digit expansions of this type are also defined for formal Laurent series over
Fq . We prove uniqueness and automatic properties of these expansions. Al-
though the ω-language of the possible digit strings is not regular, we are able
to characterize the digit expansions of algebraic elements. In particular, we
give a version of Christol’s Theorem by showing that the digit string of the
digit expansion of a formal Laurent series is automatic if and only if the series
is algebraic over Fq [X]. Finally, we study relations between digit expansions
of formal Laurent series and a finite fields version of Mahler’s 3/2-problem.
1. Introduction
We study digit systems with “rational bases” defined in rings of polynomials
and fields of formal Laurent series over finite fields. Although the ω-language of
the digit strings of expansions with respect to such a digit system is not regular,
expansions of algebraic elements are well behaved. In particular, we are able to
establish a version of Christol’s Theorem for expansions of formal Laurent series.
Digit systems over finite fields have been first studied in 1991 by Kova´cs and
Petho˝ [14]. Since then they have been generalized in various ways (see [7, 19, 22, 25])
and many of their properties have been investigated (cf. [1, 6, 8, 15, 16, 17, 24]).
As indicated in Effinger et al. [12] theories sometimes reveal new features when
transferred from the integer to the finite fields setting. This is true also for digit
systems over finite fields: although they often behave similar to their “cousins”
defined over Z and R, they also show completely different properties that have no
analogue in the integer case. This is highlighted for instance by the p-automaticity
results by Rigo [19], Rigo and Waxweiler [20] and, more recently, by Scheicher and
Sirvent [23]. The specialty of the digit systems studied in the present paper consists
in the fact that they have rational functions as bases and, hence, form the analogues
of the rational based digit systems studied by Akiyama et al. [3].
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The rational based digit systems studied by Akiyama et al. [3] have a very difficult
structure and are related to the notorious 3/2-problem of Mahler [18]. The present
contribution aims at getting more information on the structure of their finite fields
analogues. Although some properties that we face are similar to the ones in the
integer setting, we put emphasis in proving results that are special to the finite
fields setting. These new results are often related to automaticity properties of the
digit systems over finite fields. As mentioned above, one of our main results is a
version of Christol’s Theorem (cf. Theorem 7.2). To prove this we derive explicit
formulas for the digit expansion of a given formal Laurent series (see Theorem 6.7).
A motivation of these results comes from the fact that they contrast the results by
Adamczewski and Bugeaud [2] stating that in the case of q-ary number systems,
automaticity of expansions gives rise to transcendental numbers. Indeed, in the case
of our Laurent series expansions, automaticity of expansions yields algebraicity of
the expanded element.
To be more precise, let P and Q be nonzero and coprime polynomials over a
finite field Fq whose degrees satisfy degP > degQ. Then by a simple algorithm we
can expand each polynomial w over Fq by its P/Q-polynomial digit expansion
w =
k∑
i=0
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
with “digits” si that are polynomials over Fq satisfying deg si < degP (see Sec-
tion 2). While in the integer case the least significant digits are periodic, they form
an automatic sequence and can even be generated using substitutions in the present
setting (Section 3). In addition, Corollary 3.9 tells us that the multiplication of a
polynomial by a fixed polynomial can be realized by a finite transducer automaton.
The expansion graph characterizing the possible P/Q-polynomial digit expan-
sions is set up in Section 4 in a similar way as in the integer setting. However, in the
finite fields case this graph is, up to a self-loop at 0, a complete (qdegP−degQ)-ary
tree. Nevertheless, due to the complicated structure of its labels, the graph contains
no nontrivial infinite string that is eventually periodic (see Theorem 4.6). The set
of infinite strings in the graph may be viewed as a language called an ω-language.
Analogous to the finite case, an ω-language is said to be regular if it is accepted by
a Bu¨chi automaton (for details see e.g. [26, 27]). We see in Theorem 4.5 that the
ω-language of all infinite strings in the expansion graph is not regular.
In Akiyama et al. [3], not only integers are represented in terms of positive powers
of rational numbers. The authors extend their notion of rational based number
systems to negative powers in order to represent real numbers. Like Fq[X] being
the analogue of Z in the finite fields setting, the field of Laurent series Fq((X−1))
furnishes the analogue of the real numbers. Indeed, it turns out that P/Q-digit
expansions can also be defined for formal Laurent series over Fq by means of the
infinite strings in the expansion graph (which is detailed in Section 5) and that
they enjoy unicity properties (Theorem 5.4). We mention that an extension in the
positive direction to the ring of formal power series Fq[[X]] is problematic in view
of issues with the determination of a natural unique residue class for the digits (see
Remark 5.9 for details on this).
Section 6 contains two theorems that allow to compute the P/Q-digit expansions
of polynomials and of formal Laurent series by closed formulas. The latter formula
is then used in Section 7 to derive a version of Christol’s Theorem: we are able
to show that the algebraic elements in the field of formal Laurent series over Fq
are characterized by automatic P/Q-digit expansions. As mentioned above this
is surprising as the structure of the expansion graph is complicated. Finally, in
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Section 8 we relate P/Q-digit expansions of formal Laurent series to a finite fields
version of Mahler’s 3/2-problem.
2. Expansions of polynomials with respect to rational bases
Denote by Fq the finite field of q elements and let Fq[X], Fq(X), and Fq((X−1))
be the ring of polynomials over Fq, the field of rational functions over Fq, and the
field of formal Laurent series over Fq, respectively. In this section we define digit
systems for Fq[X] whose bases are rational functions. These digit systems provide
a finite fields analogue of the digit systems studied in Akiyama et al. [3].
Definition 2.1 (P/Q-digit systems in Fq[X]). Let P,Q ∈ Fq[X]\{0}, with degP >
degQ, be two coprime polynomials and letD := {s ∈ Fq[X] : deg s < degP}. Then
(P/Q,D) is called a rational function based digit system with base P/Q and set of
digits D (P/Q-digit system for short). An expansion of an element w ∈ Fq[X] of
the form
(2.1) w =
k∑
i=0
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
,
with si ∈ D is called P/Q-polynomial digit expansion of w.
Remark 2.2. If degQ = 0, i.e., Q ∈ Fq \ {0}, the (P/Q)-digit system is a special
case of the digit systems studied in [25]. In this case the language of the digit
strings is the full shift.
Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. To see that each
w ∈ Fq[X] admits a P/Q-polynomial digit expansion we introduce the following
algorithm. Set w0 = w. For i ≥ 0, define wi+1 ∈ Fq[X] and si ∈ D recursively by
the equation
(2.2) Qwi = Pwi+1 + si,
where si is the unique remainder of the division of Qwi by P . Since degwi+1 <
degwi holds for wi 6= 0, there exists a minimal k such that wi = 0 for each i > k.
Applying (2.2) for k+1 times produces the digits s0, . . . , sk and yields the expansion
(2.1) for w.
In order to show that the P/Q-polynomial digit expansion generated by this
algorithm is the only P/Q-polynomial digit expansion for w ∈ Fq[X], we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. If
(2.3)
k∑
i=0
si
(
P
Q
)i
= 0,
where si ∈ D for each i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, then si = 0 for each i ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
Proof. Suppose that this is wrong. Then there is a minimal d ∈ N with sd 6= 0.
Multiplying (2.3) by QkP−d yields sdQk−d = PR for some R ∈ Fq[X]. Since P
and Q are coprime, P divides sd. As deg sd < degP , this implies that sd = 0, a
contradiction. 
Consequently, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Then each
w ∈ Fq[X] admits a unique P/Q-polynomial digit expansion.
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The digit string associated with a P/Q-polynomial digit expansion (2.1) of a
polynomial w ∈ Fq[X] (which is unique in view of Theorem 2.4) will be denoted by
〈w〉P/Q = (sk · · · s0)P/Q.
Note that 〈w〉P/Q is always a finite string over the alphabet D. For the sake of
simplicity of notation, we will sometimes just write sk · · · s0 instead of (sk · · · s0)P/Q.
We denote the set of finite strings over D by
D∗ = {sk · · · s0 : si ∈ D, k ≥ 0} ∪ {ε},
where ε denotes the empty string. To each string s0 · · · sk ∈ D∗ we can associate
an element of Fq(X) by the evaluation map
(2.4) pi : D∗ → Fq(X) , sk · · · s0 7→
k∑
i=0
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
.
The following simple example illustrates that pi(D∗) ⊆ Fq[X] is not true in general.
Example 1. Let (P/Q,D) be the P/Q-digit system in F2[X] with P = X2+1 and
Q = X. Then D = {0, 1, X,X + 1}. Table 1 shows some P/Q-polynomial digit
expansions. Observe that the string 1 ∈ D∗ is mapped to pi(1)P/Q = X−1 6∈ Fq[X].
w ∈ F2[X] 〈w〉P/Q
0 (0)P/Q
1 (X)P/Q
X (X, 1)P/Q
X + 1 (X,X + 1)P/Q
X2 (X, 1, X)P/Q
X2 + 1 (X, 1, 0)P/Q
X2 +X (X,X + 1, X + 1)P/Q
X2 +X + 1 (X,X + 1, 1)P/Q
Table 1. Polynomial digit expansions of some elements of F2[X]
with respect to the rational function based digit system with base
(X2 + 1)/X. Digits are separated by commas for the sake of read-
ability.
3. Automatic properties of P/Q-polynomial digit expansions
Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. In this section, we look at
properties of the language LP/Q formed by the digit strings of P/Q-polynomial digit
expansions with special emphasis on automaticity. We first recall some definitions.
Definition 3.1 (Transducer and deterministic finite automaton; cf. [5, Chapter 4]).
The 6-tuple A = (Q,Σ, q, u0,∆, δ) is called a letter-to-letter finite state transducer
if Q, Σ, and ∆ are nonempty, finite sets, u0 ∈ Q, and q : Q × Σ → Q and
δ : Q × Σ → ∆ are mappings. The sets Σ and ∆ are called input and output
alphabet, respectively. We denote by Σ∗ and ∆∗ the sets of finite strings of elements
of Σ and ∆, respectively. The set Q is called the set of states, and the transducer
A starts at the initial state u0. The mappings q and δ are called transition and
result function, respectively. Throughout this paper, we adopt the convention that
transducers and automata read input strings from right to left. If the input to the
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transducer A is the string sk · · · s0 ∈ Σ∗, then the output string dk · · · d0 ∈ ∆∗ is
computed recursively by
di = δ(ui, si), ui+1 = q(ui, si), (0 ≤ i < k);
dk = δ(uk, sk).
If δ is instead the function δ : Q → ∆, then A is called a deterministic finite
automaton with output (DFAO for short) (cf. [5, p. 138]). In this case the output
is just the element δ(uk).
If the DFAO has no output function (and, hence, no output alphabet) it is called
a deterministic finite automaton (DFA for short).
Let A be a DFA. Extend the definition of the transition function q to Q×Σ∗ by
defining q(u, ε) = u for u ∈ Q and ε the empty string, and q(u, as) = q(q(u, s), a)
for all u ∈ Q, s ∈ Σ∗, and a ∈ Σ. For each F ⊆ Q the language
LF = LF (A) = {s ∈ Σ∗ : q(u0, s) ∈ F}
is called a language accepted by A. A language L is said to be regular if it is accepted
by a DFA.
If a, b, c ∈ L such that a = bc, then we say that b is a prefix and that c is a
suffix of a. We call L prefix–closed if it contains every prefix of its elements. A
suffix–closed language is defined analogously.
We note that a letter-to-letter finite state transducer (as well as a DFAO or
DFA) can be represented by a graph. Indeed the states of the graph are the states
of the transducer. Moreover, there is a labelled edge u1
(a,b)−−−→ u2 in this graph if
and only if q(u1, a) = u2 and δ(u1, a) = b. See Figure 1 for an example of a graph
representation of a transducer.
Theorem 3.2. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. If degQ ≥ 1
then the language LP/Q = {〈w〉P/Q : w ∈ Fq[X]} is not regular and not suffix–
closed. Nevertheless, LP/Q is prefix–closed.
Proof. A look at Table 1 shows that LP/Q is not suffix-closed. The fact that LP/Q
is prefix–closed follows from the expansion algorithm in (2.2). It remains to prove
nonregularity.
Denote the number of letters of a word s by |s| and define for w ∈ Fq[X] and
k ∈ N the set
Rk(w) = {s ∈ D∗ : |s| = k and 〈w〉P/Qs ∈ LP/Q},
which is nonempty by the definition of LP/Q. Let v, w ∈ Fq[X]. We claim that a
word s ∈ D∗ with |s| = k can belong to Rk(v) ∩ Rk(w) only if v ≡ w (mod Qk).
Indeed if s ∈ Rk(v)∩Rk(w) then (P/Q)kv+pi(s), (P/Q)kw+pi(s) ∈ Fq[X]. Taking
differences and multiplying by Qk, the fact that P and Q are coprime yields that
v ≡ w (mod Qk).
On the language LP/Q the Myhill-Nerode equivalence relation R is defined by
〈v〉P/QR〈w〉P/Q if and only if for all s ∈ D∗ one has 〈v〉P/Qs ∈ LP/Q if and only if
〈w〉P/Qs ∈ LP/Q. It follows from the previous paragraph that R has infinite index.
Thus the classical Theorem of Myhill–Nerode (see e.g. [5, Theorem 4.1.8]) implies
that LP/Q is not regular. 
Even if the language LP/Q is not regular, we see in the subsequent results that
it still has several automatic properties. First recall the following definition.
Definition 3.3 (Fq-automatic function; cf. [5, p. 138]). Let ∆ be a nonempty finite
set. We say that a function f : Fq[X]→ ∆ is an Fq-automatic finite state function
(or Fq-automatic for short) if f(w) can be realized as the result function of a DFAO
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with input alphabet Fq and whose input is the string wk · · ·w1w0 that is formed
from the coefficients of w = w0 + w1X + · · ·+ wkXk ∈ Fq[X].
We shall need the following auxiliary lemma. Recall that there is a canonical
bijection between D = {s ∈ Fq[X] : deg s < degP} and Fq[X]/P that assigns to
each digit in D its residue class modulo P .
Lemma 3.4. Let P,Q ∈ Fq[X] with P 6= 0. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) The function f : Fq[X]→ D, f(w) = Qw (mod P ) is Fq-automatic.
(ii) If f1, f2 : Fq[X] → D are Fq-automatic functions and c ∈ Fq(X), then
f1 ± f2 and cf1 are Fq-automatic.
Proof. To prove (i) let w = w0 + w1X + · · · + wkXk ∈ Fq[X]. A standard result
of automata theory yields that a function is Fq-automatic in direct reading if and
only if it is Fq-automatic in reverse reading (cf. [5, Theorem 4.3.3]). Let A =
(Q,Σ, q, u0,∆, δ) be the DFAO defined as follows: Q = ∆ = D, Σ = Fq, u0 = 0,
q : Q× Σ 7→ Q, q(A, a) = AX + a (mod P ),
δ : Q 7→ ∆, δ(A) = QA (mod P ).
Then direct calculation shows that f(w) = δ(uk+1) if A is feeded with the (reverse)
input string w0w1 · · ·wk.
Since (ii) is trivial the proof is finished. 
For a given P/Q-digit system let s(m) : Fq[X] → D be the function that picks
the digit sm from the P/Q-polynomial digit expansion (2.1), i.e., for w ∈ Fq[X]
with 〈w〉P/Q = (sk · · · s0)P/Q we set s(m)(w) = sm for m ≤ k and s(m)(w) = 0
otherwise.
Theorem 3.5. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Then, for
each m ≥ 0, the function s(m) is Fq-automatic.
Proof. The functions s(m) are defined recursively for each w. Indeed, we let w(0) = w
and by (2.2),
(3.1) Qw(m) = Pw(m+1) + s(m)(w), with deg s(m)(w) < degP.
Induction yields
(3.2) Qm+1w(0) = Pm+1w(m+1) +
m∑
j=0
P jQm−js(j)(w).
Now, we prove by induction on m that s(m) is Fq-automatic.
In the case m = 0 it follows from (3.1) that s(0)(w) = Qw (mod P ). Hence, s(0)
is Fq-automatic by Lemma 3.4 (i).
Suppose thatm > 0 and that s(j) is Fq-automatic for j < m. From Lemma 3.4 (i),
it follows that the function f(w) = Qm+1w (mod Pm+1) is Fq-automatic. By
the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.4 (ii), each function P jQm−js(j)(w) is Fq-
automatic for 0 ≤ j < m. By (3.2), we have
Pms(m)(w) = Qm+1w(0) −
m−1∑
j=0
P jQm−js(j)(w) (mod Pm+1),
which is Fq automatic by Lemma 3.4 (ii). Thus, we see by applying Lemma 3.4 (ii)
again that s(m)(w) = P−mPms(m)(w) is also Fq-automatic. 
Consider an order v of the finite field Fq that starts with 0 and 1. It induces
a lexicographic order v on Fq[X] defined as follows: Given polynomials v = v0 +
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v1X + · · ·+ vkXk and w = w0 + w1X + · · ·+ w`X` in Fq[X], then v @ w if k < `,
or if k = ` and there exists i such that vi @ wi with vj = wj for all i < j ≤ k.
A substitution rule % : Σ → Σ∗ on an alphabet Σ is said to be k-uniform if it
maps every element of Σ to a string of Σ∗ of length k. Denote by an the (n+ 1)-st
element of Fq[X] arranged according to the lexicographic order v on Fq[X]. With
this notation we have aqm+r = Xam + ar for 0 ≤ r < q, Fq = {a0, . . . , aq−1}, and
D = {a0, . . . , aqdeg P−1}. Define the alphabet by Σ = D (which is again identified
with the set of residue classes modulo P ). Then, using the abbreviation Ri = Xai
(mod P ), we define the q-uniform substitution % : D → D∗ by (letters are separated
by commas)
(3.3) %(ai) = Ri + a0Q,Ri + a1Q, . . . , Ri + aq−1Q (0 ≤ i < qdegP ).
The next theorem states that the sequence (s(0)(an)) can be obtained from this
q-uniform substitution rule %.
Theorem 3.6. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and let
%0%1 · · · be the fixed point of the substitution % defined in (3.3) that starts with 0.
Then the sequence (s(0)(an))n≥0 of first digits of the P/Q-polynomial digit expan-
sions of elements of Fq[X] that are ordered by the lexicographic order v is equal to
%0%1 · · · .
Proof. We proceed by induction. Clearly, %0 = 0 = s
(0)(a0). Suppose that
s(0)(aj) = %j for j < n. As noted above, writing n = qm+r with r ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1},
we have an = Xam + ar. As (2.2) implies s
(0)(ar) = arQ and s
(0)(Xam) =
Xs(0)(am) (mod P ) we obtain
s(0)(an) = Xs
(0)(am) (mod P ) + arQ = X%m (mod P ) + arQ = %n,
where the last equality follows from the definition of %. 
Remark 3.7. Since the sequence (s(0)(an)) is a fixed point of a q-uniform sub-
stitution, it follows from Cobham’s Theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 6.3.2]) that it is
q-automatic. That is, there exists a DFAO that gives s(0)(an) as output when the
input is the string w0 · · ·wk, where
n =
k∑
i=0
wiq
i
with wi ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
Example 2. If P = X2 + 1 and Q = X in F2[X], then a0 = 0, a1 = 1, a2 = X,
and a3 = X + 1. According to Theorem 3.6 the sequence (s
(0)(an)) is the fixed
point of the 2-uniform substitution % starting at a0, where
%(a0) = a0a2 , %(a1) = a2a0 , %(a2) = a1a3 , %(a3) = a3a1.
Indeed,
(s(0)(an)) = (a0a2a1a3a2a0a3a1a1a3a0a2a3a1a2a0a2a0a3a1a0a2a1 · · · ).
Our next aim is to obtain an analogue of the so-called odometer for rational
function based digit systems. This involves describing how to determine the expan-
sion of n+1 from the expansion of n. However, this is trivial for P/Q-digit systems
because no “carry” occurs. Indeed, if w ∈ Fq[X] then the P/Q-polynomial digit
expansion of w + 1 is obtained by adding 〈1〉P/Q = Q to the least significant digit
of 〈w〉P/Q. It is more interesting to look instead at how to perform multiplication
by X.
In the remaining part of this section we view elements s ∈ D∗ as εs, where ε
is the empty string. That is, if an input string s = sk · · · s0 to the letter-to-letter
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finite state transducer A = (Q,D, q, u0,D, δ) ends at the final state uk ∈ Q and
yields the output string dk · · · d0 ∈ D∗, then δ has to be defined at (uk, ε) and the
final output string of A is A(sk · · · s0) := δ(uk, ε)dk · · · d0 (cf. [3]).
Theorem 3.8. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Then the
function LP/Q → LP/Q, 〈w〉P/Q 7→ 〈Xw〉P/Q is realizable by a letter-to-letter finite
state transducer.
Proof. Let A = (Q,D, q, u0,D, δ) be the letter-to-letter finite state transducer,
where Q = Fq and u0 = 0. The transition function q is defined as follows: if
P = p0 + · · ·+ pmXm and t = t0 + · · ·+ tm−1Xm−1 ∈ D,
then u′ := q(u, t) where
u′ =
tm−1
pm
.
Observe that u′ depends solely on the digit t. Finally, the result function δ is given
by d := δ(u, t) where
d = Xt− (tm−1/pm)P + uQ = Xt− u′P + uQ,
and if u ∈ Q, then δ(u, ε) := uQ. Note that δ is well defined because both
deg(Xt− u′P ) and degQ are less than degP .
The proof is done by induction on the length of 〈w〉P/Q. For the induction start
consider 〈w〉P/Q = s0 ∈ D. If u1 = q(0, s0), then we obtain
A(s0) = (u1Q,Xs0 − u1P ), and
pi(A(s0)) = Xs0 − u1P
Q
+
u1Q
Q
(
P
Q
)
= X
s0
Q
= Xpi(s0),
where pi is the evaluation map defined in (2.4).
Assume that the statement holds for any polynomial over Fq whose P/Q-digit
expansion is of length k. Consider a polynomial w ∈ Fq[X] of length k+1 and write
〈w〉P/Q = sk · · · s1s0. We now proceed to show that 〈Xw〉P/Q = A(sk · · · s1s0), or
equivalently, pi(A(sk · · · s1s0)) = Xw. To this end, letA(sk · · · s1s0) = dk+1 · · · d1d0.
Recall that the initial state is u0 = 0,
(3.4) ui+1 := q(ui, si) and di = Xsi − ui+1P + uiQ
for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and dk+1 = uk+1Q.
Now, since LP/Q is prefix-closed by Theorem 3.2, we have sk · · · s1 ∈ LP/Q.
Hence, there exists w′ ∈ Fq[X] such that 〈w′〉P/Q = sk · · · s1 and satisfying
(3.5) w =
P
Q
w′ +
s0
Q
.
Suppose A(sk · · · s1) = d′k+1 · · · d′1. In this case, the initial state is u′1 = 0,
(3.6) u′i+1 := q(u
′
i, si) and d
′
i = Xsi − u′i+1P + u′iQ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and d′k+1 = u′k+1Q. Since the transition function q does not depend
on the state, we obtain from (3.4) and (3.6) that u′i = ui for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, we
also have d′i = di for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. We also see from (3.4) and (3.6) that d0 and d1 are
given by
d0 = Xs0 − u1P, and
d1 = Xs1 − u2P + u1Q = (d′1 + u′2P )− u2P + u1Q = d′1 + u1Q.
Since
pi(A(sk · · · s1)) =
k+1∑
i=1
d′i
Q
(
P
Q
)i−1
= Xw′
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holds by the induction hypothesis, we finally have
pi(A(sk · · · s1s0)) =
k+1∑
i=0
di
Q
(
P
Q
)i
=
Xs0 − u1P
Q
+
d′1 + u1Q
Q
(
P
Q
)
+
k+1∑
i=2
d′i
Q
(
P
Q
)i
=
Xs0
Q
+
P
Q
k+1∑
i=1
d′i
Q
(
P
Q
)i−1
=
Xs0
Q
+
P
Q
(Xw′)
=
Xs0
Q
+X
(
w − s0
Q
)
= Xw,
where the last equality follows from (3.5). 
Example 3. Recall that if P = X2+1, Q = X ∈ F2[X], then D = {0, 1, X,X + 1}.
Figure 1 shows the representation of the transducer that realizes multiplication by
X in this P/Q-digit system.
1 0
(ε,X) (ε,0)
(0,X)
(1,0)
(X,1)
(X+1,X+1)
(X,X+1)
(X+1,1)
(0,0)
(1,X)
Figure 1. The transducer for multiplication by X in the P/Q-
digit system with P = X2 + 1, Q = X ∈ F2[X] (see Definition 3.1
and the remark after it for a definition of this graph; the edges
labelled by (ε,X) and (ε, 0) are explained before Theorem 3.8).
For instance, since
〈
X2
〉
P/Q
= (X, 1, X)P/Q, we obtain from Figure 1 that〈
X3
〉
P/Q
= (X, 1, 0, 1)P/Q.
We note the following consequence of Theorem 3.8.
Corollary 3.9. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and R ∈
Fq[X]. Then the function LP/Q → LP/Q, 〈w〉P/Q 7→ 〈Rw〉P/Q is realizable by a
letter-to-letter finite state transducer.
Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8, the composition
theorem in [21, Chapter IV, Proposition 6.10], and the fact that addition in the
P/Q-digit system can be performed digitwise without carry by a letter-to-letter
finite state transducer. 
4. The expansion graph T (P/Q)
Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Since the language LP/Q
formed by the P/Q-polynomial digit expansions of elements of Fq[X] is prefix-closed
by Theorem 3.2, we will be able to define a graph T (P/Q) containing the expansions
of (P/Q,D). Just as in the rational analogue considered in [3] we shall use this
graph to construct unique P/Q-digit expansions of formal Laurent series over Fq.
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Definition 4.1 (Expansion graph). The expansion graph T (P/Q) = (V,E) is the
edge-labelled infinite directed graph satisfying V = Fq[X], and (v, w) ∈ E with
label s ∈ D whenever
w =
Pv + s
Q
∈ Fq[X].
Denote by p(v) the string formed by the labels of the edges from the root 0 to
the node v in T (P/Q). It follows from (2.2) that p(v) = 〈v〉P/Q.
The main difference of the graph T (P/Q) from its rational analogue is that the
number of outgoing edges for each node in T (P/Q) is the same.
Theorem 4.2. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. The graph
T (P/Q) has a single loop which is a self-loop at 0. Each node has r outgoing edges,
where r = qdegP−degQ.
Proof. Consider a fixed v ∈ Fq[X]. Note that (v, w) ∈ E has label s exactly when
(4.1) s ≡ −Pv (mod Q).
In addition, w is uniquely determined by v and s. Thus, the number r of outgoing
edges of v is equal to the number of elements of {s ∈ D : s ≡ −Pv (mod Q)}.
Hence, r = qdegP−degQ as D contains all polynomials of degree less than degP .
The fact that 0 is the only loop follows because for each edge u→ v with v 6= 0 in
T (P/Q) we have deg u < deg v. 
We say that a node v of T (P/Q) is of level ` if the shortest path between 0
and v is of length `. By Theorem 4.2 there are r`−1 nodes of level ` in T (P/Q).
In addition, these nodes are precisely the polynomials over Fq of degree n where
(`− 1) · deg(P/Q) ≤ n < ` · deg(P/Q).
Let L(v) be the set of the r labels on outgoing edges from the node v. It follows
from (4.1) that L(v) contains exactly one digit of degree less than degQ. If we
denote this digit by mv, then
(4.2) L(v) = {mv + dQ : d ∈ Fq[X],deg d < deg(P/Q)}.
Thus, L(v) is completely determined by mv. Hence, given v, w ∈ Fq[X], we have
L(v) = L(w) if and only if v ≡ w (mod Q). Consequently, there are exactly qdegQ
possible sets L(v).
Example 4. If P = X2 + 1 and Q = X in F2[X], then r = 2. The graph T (P/Q)
is shown in Figure 2.
We define a lexicographic order v on LP/Q, namely, if s, t ∈ LP/Q with s =
sk · · · s0 and t = t` · · · t0, then s @ t if k < `, or if k = ` and there exists i such that
si @ ti and sj = tj for all i < j ≤ k. The following remark is immediate from (2.1).
Remark 4.3. If v, w ∈ Fq[X] such that p(v) v p(w), then deg v ≤ degw.
Remark 4.3 implies that the nodes of level ` in T (P/Q), when arranged with
respect to the lexicographic order of their path labels from the root, are ordered
according to the partial order on Fq[X] induced by the degree. However, in general,
nodes of the same level are not ordered lexicographically on Fq[X], see Example 4.
Definition 4.4 (Language of the expansion graph). Denote by Dω the set of one-
sided right-infinite strings on D. The subset WP/Q of Dω formed by the labels of
all infinite paths starting from the root of T (P/Q) is called the ω-language of the
expansion graph T (P/Q).
The next result tells us that similar to the language LP/Q, the ω-language WP/Q
is not regular (for details and definitions we refer e.g. to [26, 27]).
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X
3 +X2 +X · · · · · ·
X
2 +X
X
3 +X2 +X + 1 · · · · · ·
X + 1
X
3 +X2 · · · · · ·
X
2 +X + 1
X
3 +X2 + 1 · · · · · ·
0 1
X
3 +X + 1 · · · · · ·
X
2
X
3 +X · · · · · ·
X
X
3 + 1 · · · · · ·
X
2 + 1
X
3
· · · · · ·
X
X + 1
1
X + 1
1
X
0
X
0
X + 1
1
X
0
X + 1
1
0
Figure 2. The graph T (P/Q), where P = X2 + 1, Q = X ∈ F2[X].
Theorem 4.5. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. If degQ ≥ 1
then the ω-language WP/Q is not regular.
Proof. Denote by Pref(t) the set of all finite prefixes of an infinite string t. By the
definition of WP/Q,
Pref(WP/Q) :=
⋃
t∈WP/Q
Pref(t) = 0∗LP/Q.
Then, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that Pref(WP/Q) is prefix-closed. Moreover,
every string s ∈ Pref(WP/Q) is a proper prefix of another string of Pref(WP/Q) by
Theorem 4.2. Since the language LP/Q is not regular by Theorem 3.2, the same
holds true for Pref(WP/Q) (cf. [5, Lemma 5.2.5]). These properties of Pref(WP/Q)
imply that the ω-language WP/Q is not regular by [11, Proposition 4]. 
The following result about the infinite strings of WP/Q is the analogue of [3,
Proposition 26].
Theorem 4.6. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and assume
that degQ ≥ 1. Then the only eventually periodic element of WP/Q is 0ω := 00 · · · .
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Proof. Suppose abb · · · ∈ WP/Q, where a ∈ 0∗LP/Q and b ∈ D∗ of length ` > 0.
Then for all n ∈ N, abn ∈ 0∗LP/Q. This implies that
pi(abn)− pi(abn−1) =
(
P
Q
)(n−1)`
(pi(ab)− pi(a)) ∈ Fq[X].
Since P and Q are coprime, we have Q(n−1)` divides pi(ab) − pi(a) ∈ Fq[X] for
all n ∈ N. As degQ ≥ 1 it follows from Lemma 2.3 that this is only possible if
abb · · · = 0ω. 
Recall from Theorem 3.6 that if the (n + 1)-st element of Fq[X] according to
the lexicographic order is denoted by an, then the sequence (s
(0)(an)) of least
significant digits of P/Q-polynomial digit expansions of Fq[X] is the fixed point of
a substitution. We now look at the digit sequences of the P/Q-polynomial digit
expansions of Fq[X] with respect to a different ordering of elements of Fq[X].
Suppose bn is the (n + 1)-st element of Fq[X] arranged according to the lexi-
cographic order on the (P/Q)-polynomial digit expansions of elements of Fq[X].
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that the elements of Fq[X] whose expansions are of
length (` + 1) are br` , . . . , br`+1−1, where r = qdeg(P/Q). In addition, for all t ∈ N
and k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, we have
(4.3) brt+k =
P
Q
bt +
s0
Q
for some s0 ∈ L(bt). This implies that s(1)(brt+k) = s(0)(bt) for all k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}.
By induction, we obtain that for all t,m ∈ N and k ∈ {0, . . . , rm − 1},
brmt+k =
(P
Q
)m
bt +
m−1∑
i=0
si
Q
(P
Q
)i
for some si ∈ D. Thus, we obtain the following result about the digit sequences
(s(m)(bn))n≥0.
Lemma 4.7. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and bn be the
(n+ 1)-st element of Fq[X] that are ordered according to the lexicographic order on
the (P/Q)-polynomial digit expansions of elements of Fq[X]. Then for all t,m ∈ N
and k ∈ {0, . . . , rm − 1}, s(m)(brmt+k) = s(0)(bt).
Hence, if the sequence (s(0)(bn))n≥0 is known, then each sequence (s(m)(bn))n≥0
is generated by repeating each term of (s(0)(bn)) exactly r
m times. Clearly, the first
r terms of the sequence (s(0)(bn)) are the elements of
L(0) = {dQ : d ∈ Fq[X],deg d < deg(P/Q)}
ordered by the lexicographic order on Fq[X]. From these terms, the first r terms
of (bn) are obtained, namely, they are given by s
(0)(b0)/Q, . . . , s
(0)(br−1)/Q. The
following proposition tells us how to obtain the rest of the terms of (s(0)(bn)) and
of (bn).
Proposition 4.8. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Then
the following assertions hold:
(i) If ti =
⌊
n/ri
⌋
for i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, where m is the exponent of the highest
power of r that does not exceed n, then
bn =
m∑
i=0
s(0)(bti)
Q
(
P
Q
)i
.
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(ii) If n = rt + k where t ∈ N and k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, then s(0)(bn) is the
(k + 1)-st element of L(bt) arranged according to the lexicographic order
on Fq[X].
Proof. Statement (i) follows from (2.1) and Lemma 4.7, while (ii) follows from (4.3).

Alternatively, we can obtain the terms of the sequence (s(0)(bn)) by rearranging
the terms of the sequence (s(0)(an)). Indeed, by comparing degrees one readily
derives that the terms s(0)(br`), . . . , s
(0)(br`+1−1) of the sequence (s(0)(bn)) are the
terms s(0)(ar`), . . . , s
(0)(ar`+1−1) of the sequence (s(0)(an)) in some order.
Recall from Remark 3.7 that the sequence (s(0)(an)) is q-automatic. The fol-
lowing remark tells us that this property is lost when the terms of (s(0)(an)) are
rearranged to yield the sequence (s(0)(bn)).
Remark 4.9. Consider the subsequence (s(0)(brn))n≥0 of the sequence (s(0)(bn)).
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that
brn−1 =
n−1∑
i=0
s(0)(brn−1−i)
Q
(
P
Q
)i
and s(0)(brn) ∈ L(brn−1) for all n ∈ N. Hence, the terms of (s(0)(brn)) are the labels
of a nontrivial infinite path starting from the root of the expansion graph T (P/Q).
It follows then from Theorem 4.6 that (s(0)(brn)) is not eventually periodic. This
implies that the sequence (s(0)(bn)) is not r-automatic (cf. [5, Corollary 5.5.3]).
Finally, since r is a power of q, we conclude that (s(0)(bn)) is not q-automatic
(cf. [5, Theorem 6.6.4]).
In addition, it is easy to show from above that the sequence (s(m)(bn))n≥0 is not
q-automatic for each m ≥ 1.
5. P/Q-digit expansions of formal Laurent series
We have seen in Theorem 2.4 that every polynomial over Fq has a unique finite
P/Q-polynomial digit expansion. In this section, we define P/Q-digit expansions
for formal Laurent series over Fq. It turns out that these expansions correspond to
infinite paths on the expansion graph T (P/Q) defined in Section 4. Let
α =
h∑
i=−∞
αiX
i , αh 6= 0,
be a formal Laurent series over Fq. Then the degree of α is degα = h, and the
(non-Archimedean) absolute value of α is
(5.1) |α| =
{
qh, if α 6= 0,
0, if α = 0.
The ring Fq((X−1)) of formal Laurent series over Fq forms a topological ring under
the metric induced by the absolute value. Given r > 0, the disk in Fq((X−1))
centered at α with radius r is
D(α, r) :=
{
ξ ∈ Fq((X−1)) : |α− ξ| < r
}
.
The integer part of α and the fractional part of α are given by
bαc =
h∑
i=0
αiX
i and {α} =
−1∑
i=−∞
αiX
i,
respectively. Clearly, bαc ∈ Fq[X], {α} ∈ D(0, 1), and α = bαc+ {α}.
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Remark 5.1. Given w ∈ Fq[X] with 〈w〉P/Q = (sk · · · s0)P/Q, we can reformu-
late (2.2) as si = P {(Q/P )wi} and wi+1 = b(Q/P )wic. Hence, if we define the
transformation T on Fq[X] by
T (w) =
⌊
Q
P
w
⌋
,
we have
si = QT
i(w) (mod P ) = P
{
Q
P
T i(w)
}
,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
We now consider one-sided right-infinite strings over D that are preceded by a
radix point, and we write D−ω = {.s−1s−2 · · · : si ∈ D}. Using this notation we
can extend the evaluation map defined in (2.4) as follows:
pi : D∗ ×D−ω → Fq((X−1)) , sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · 7→
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
.
Given t ∈ N, we have (P/Q)tpi(sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · ) = pi(sk · · · s−t.s−t−1 · · · ), hence,
pi(sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · ) = limt→∞ (P/Q)−tpi(sk · · · s−t). In addition, pi is continuous
if D∗ × D−ω carries the usual metric, i.e., two digit strings are considered to be
close when they disagree only on digits with large negative indices.
It turns out that infinite strings in WP/Q are of particular importance.
Definition 5.2 (P/Q-digit expansion in Fq((X−1))). Let (P/Q,D) be a rational
function based digit system and α ∈ Fq((X−1)). If α = pi(sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · )
for s = sk · · · s0s−1s−2 · · · ∈ WP/Q, then we say that pi(sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · ) is a
P/Q-(series) digit expansion of the formal Laurent series α with digit string s.
Remark 5.3. The P/Q-digit expansions we have defined here are not the same
as the β-expansions of formal Laurent series over Fq that were introduced inde-
pendently in [13, 22]. To be more precise, if β = P/Q, then the β-expansion of
α ∈ D(0, 1) is given by dβ(α) = .d−1d−2 · · · , where
α =
−1∑
i=−∞
di
(
P
Q
)i
and the sequence (di)−∞<i≤−1 is obtained by the greedy algorithm. Indeed, the
factor 1/Q is missing. Furthermore, the digits di are polynomials of degree less
than deg(P/Q) = degP − degQ, whereas the digits in P/Q-digit expansions are
allowed to have degree up to degP − 1.
It turns out that restricting the digit strings to WP/Q in Definition 5.2 leads to
a unique P/Q-digit expansion for each formal Laurent series over Fq.
Theorem 5.4. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. Then every
α ∈ Fq((X−1)) has a unique P/Q-digit expansion
(5.2) α =
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
.
Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system, and set m := degP ,
n := degQ, and r := deg(P/Q) = m − n. To establish Theorem 5.4, we need the
following lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. Let s ∈ D and i ∈ Z.
(i) If n ≤ deg s < m, then −ri ≤ deg (s/Q)(P/Q)−i < −r(i− 1).
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(ii) If 0 ≤ deg s < n, then −ri− n ≤ deg (s/Q)(P/Q)−i < −ri.
(iii) If s = 0, then deg (s/Q)(P/Q)
−i
= −∞.
Proof. Trivial. 
In the following lemma we use the set L(v) of labels of the outgoing edges from
v ∈ Fq[X] in T (P/Q).
Lemma 5.6. Choose v ∈ Fq[X] and β ∈ Fq((X−1)) with deg β < m. Then there
exists a unique s ∈ L(v) such that deg(β − s) < n.
Proof. Let t = t0 + t1X + · · ·+ tm−1Xm−1 and u = u0 + u1X + · · ·+ um−1Xm−1
be distinct digits in L(v). It follows from (4.2) that t − u = dQ for some nonzero
d ∈ Fq[X]. Thus, deg(t − u) ≥ n which means that tnXn + · · · + tm−1Xm−1 is
different from unX
n + · · ·+ um−1Xm−1. Hence, each digit in L(v) corresponds to
a unique polynomial in Fq[X] of the form anXn + · · ·+ am−1Xm−1. However, the
number of polynomials of this form is exactly |L(v)| by Theorem 4.2. Therefore, if
β =
∑m−1
i=−∞ βiX
i, then there is a unique s = s0 + s1X + · · ·+ sm−1Xm−1 ∈ L(v)
such that si = βi for n ≤ i < m. This proves the claim. 
We are now ready to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let α be a formal Laurent series over Fq. For the moment
we assume that bαc = 0 and write α = ∑−1i=−∞ αiXi. We will now determine the
unique P/Q-digit expansion sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · for α.
Assume first that there exists a P/Q-digit representation sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · for
α with sk 6= 0 for some k ≥ 0. Then sk has to be a nonzero digit in L(0) and, hence,
deg sk ≥ n by (4.2). This implies that deg (sk/Q)(P/Q)k ≥ rk by Lemma 5.5 (i).
Since deg (si/Q)(P/Q)
i
< rk holds for i < k by the same lemma, the leading term
of the sum
(5.3)
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
cannot cancel with any of the other terms and, thus, the sum has degree at least
rk ≥ 0. However, degα ≤ −1 and so the sum in (5.3) cannot be a P/Q-digit
expansion of α. Thus, if there exists a P/Q-digit expansion for α it has to be of the
form 0.s−1s−2 · · · . The remaining part of the proof is devoted to the description of
an algorithm that determines the unique P/Q-digit expansion of α of this form.
Set α(1) = α and v1 = 0. We see from Lemma 5.5 that the prefix α−1X−1+ · · ·+
α−rX−r of α(1) is determined only by the term (s−1/Q)(P/Q)
−1
= s1/P of (5.2)
since all the summands of (5.2) with smaller index have degree less than −r. We
set β1 = P (α−1X−1 + · · · + α−rX−r). Since deg β1 < m, we have to choose s−1
as the unique element of L(v1) such that deg(β1 − s−1) < n by Lemma 5.6 as this
is the unique digit in T (P/Q) on an outgoing edge from v1 = 0 that guarantees
that α(1) − (s−1/Q)(P/Q)−1 has degree less than −r. In view of Lemma 5.5 this
is necessary to represent α(1) − (s−1/Q)(P/Q)−1 by a sum of the form (5.3) with
k = −2 and we can go on.
Thus, we have uniquely determined a first digit s−1 ∈ L(v1) such that the first
r terms of (s−1/Q)(P/Q)
−1
are precisely α−1X−1 + · · · + α−rX−r. However, the
remaining terms of (s−1/Q)(P/Q)
−1
may be different from those of α(1). This
means that we now have to consider
α(2) = α(1) − s−1
Q
(
P
Q
)−1
=
−r−1∑
i=−∞
α
(2)
i X
i.
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Note that the node adjacent to v1 = 0 by the edge with label s−1 in T (P/Q)
is v2 = (P/Q)v1 + s−1/Q = s−1/Q. Similarly, the prefix α
(2)
−r−1X
−r−1 + · · · +
α
(2)
−2rX
−2r of α(2) is determined only by the term (s−2/Q)(P/Q)
−2
of (5.2) since
all the summands of (5.2) with smaller index have degree less than −2r. So we
look at
β2 = Q
(
P
Q
)2
(α
(2)
−r−1X
−r−1 + · · ·+ α(2)−2rX−2r).
We see that deg β2 < m and, thus, Lemma 5.6 guarantees that there is a unique
element s−2 ∈ L(v2) such that deg(β2 − s−2) < n. This is the unique digit in
T (P/Q) on an outgoing edge from v2 that ensures that
(5.4) α(2) − s−2
Q
(
P
Q
)−2
= α(1) − s−1
Q
(
P
Q
)−1
− s−2
Q
(
P
Q
)−2
has degree less than −2r. In view of Lemma 5.5 this is necessary to represent (5.4)
by a sum of the form (5.3) with k = −3 and we can continue.
We continue recursively. In particular, for j ∈ N, we compute
(5.5)
α(j) = α(j−1) − s−(j−1)
Q
(
P
Q
)−(j−1)
=
−(j−1)r−1∑
i=−∞
α
(j)
i X
i,
vj =
P
Q
vj−1 +
s−(j−1)
Q
, and
βj = Q
(
P
Q
)j
(α
(j)
−(j−1)r−1X
−(j−1)r−1 + · · ·+ α(j)−jrX−jr).
Since deg βj < m, there is a unique s−j ∈ L(vj) for which deg(βj − s−j) < n by
Lemma 5.6. This is the unique digit in T (P/Q) occurring on an edge leading out
of vj that ensures that α
(j) − (s−j/Q)(P/Q)−j has degree less than −jr. In view
of Lemma 5.5 this is necessary to represent α(j)− (s−j/Q)(P/Q)−j by a sum of the
form (5.3) with k = −(j + 1) and we can go on.
From this recursion, we generate an infinite string s−1s−2 · · · that satisfies
s−1s−2 · · · ∈ WP/Q and pi(0.s−1s−2 · · · ) = α. Moreover, during the generation
of this string it was shown that we are forced to choose each digit in this represen-
tation in a unique way that is imposed by the constraints of the language WP/Q.
This yields the uniqueness of this representation.
For general α ∈ Fq((X−1)) it suffices to multiply α by a suitable negative power
(P/Q)−k such that
⌊
(P/Q)−kα
⌋
has zero integer part. Since T (P/Q) has a loop
at 0, this multiplication just shifts the radix point of the P/Q-digit expansion of α
and, hence, the theorem is also proved for the general case. 
Remark 5.7. The ω-language formed by the digit strings associated with P/Q-
digit expansions of formal Laurent series over Fq is preciselyWP/Q. This ω-language
is not regular by Theorem 4.5.
Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system. The unique (in view of
Theorem 5.4) P/Q-digit expansion of α ∈ Fq((X−1)) will be denoted by ⟪α⟫P/Q =
(sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · )P/Q. For the sake of simplicity of notation, we will sometimes
write sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · .
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Remark 5.8.
(i) Recall that every polynomial w in Fq[X] has a unique P/Q-polynomial
digit expansion by Theorem 2.4. On the other hand, w viewed as a for-
mal Laurent series also has a unique P/Q-series digit expansion by The-
orem 5.4. Clearly, these two digit expansions are different because the
former is finite while the latter is infinite (see Example 5).
(ii) As illustrated in Example 5, ⟪α⟫P/Q = sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · implies that
〈bαc〉P/Q = sk · · · s0. However, in general ⟪{α}⟫P/Q = .s−1s−2 · · · does
not hold even if pi(.s−1s−2 · · · ) = {α} remains true.
Example 5. Choose P = X2 + 1 and Q = X and consider α ∈ F2((X−1)) with
α = X + 1 +
∑
i<0
i 6≡0 (mod 3)
Xi.
Using the algorithm established in the proof of Theorem 5.4 we gain⟪α⟫P/Q = X,X + 1.X + 1, 0, X + 1, X,X + 1, X + 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, · · · ,
where digits are separated by commas for the sake of readability. Let us now look
at the P/Q-polynomial digit expansion and the P/Q-series digit expansion of bαc.
Using (2.2) for the former and the above algorithm for the latter yield
〈bαc〉P/Q = X,X + 1, and⟪bαc⟫P/Q = X,X + 1.1, X + 1, X,X + 1, 0, 0, X,X + 1, 0, 0, · · · .
In addition, the P/Q-representation of {α} is given by⟪{α}⟫P/Q = .X,X + 1, 1, 1, X + 1, X + 1, X + 1, X + 1, 1, 1, · · · .
Remark 5.9. At a first glance it might seem to be more natural to extend P/Q-
expansions to the ring of formal power series Fq[[X]] rather than to the field
Fq((X−1)). However, due to the fact that the language LP/Q is not suffix closed,
the analogue of the graph T (P/Q) cannot be defined in a natural way that leads
to unique expansions. The only reasonable definition would be to go on with the
full shift which allows infinitely many different representations for each element.
6. Explicit formulas for P/Q-digit expansions
In this section we will provide formulas for the P/Q-polynomial digit expansions
of polynomials and the P/Q-digit expansions of formal Laurent series. Formulas
of a similar kind have been worked out for β-expansions of formal Laurent series
over finite fields in [23]. Even if we use some of the methods developed there, the
situation here is more intricate as the expansion graph T (P/Q) has a very difficult
structure. Indeed, new ideas are required in the proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7
below.
We will now represent digit expansions in some larger domain. Indeed, for the in-
determinate b (b stands for basis) we consider the rings Fq(X)[b] and Fq((X−1, b−1))
in two variables. First, let w ∈ Fq[X] with 〈w〉P/Q = sk · · · s0 be given. In view of
Theorem 2.4, w has a unique P/Q-polynomial digit expansion given by (2.1). This
allows us to define a function pdb : Fq[X]→ Fq(X)[b] by
(6.1) pdb(w) =
k∑
i=0
si
Q
bi.
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Similarly, if α ∈ Fq((X−1)) with ⟪α⟫P/Q = sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · then it follows from
Theorem 5.4 that α can be represented uniquely by its P/Q-digit expansion
(6.2) α =
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
(
P
Q
)i
.
This again allows us to define a function db : Fq((X−1))→ Fq((X−1, b−1)) by
(6.3) db(α) =
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
bi.
Note that (2.1) and (6.2) are just expansions of w and α, respectively. On the
other hand, (6.1) and (6.3) are elements of the rings Fq(X)[b] and Fq((X−1, b−1)),
respectively. Nonetheless, knowing the element pdb(w) is the same as knowing the
P/Q-polynomial digit expansion of w. At the same time, knowing the element
db(α) is the same as knowing the P/Q-digit expansion of α. Thus finding the P/Q-
polynomial digit expansion of w and the P/Q-digit expansion of α is equivalent to
finding formulas for pdb(w) and db(α), respectively. Without risk of confusion we
also call pdb(w) the P/Q-polynomial digit expansion of w, and db(α) the P/Q-digit
expansion of α.
We will also need a kind of inverse for pdb and for db , namely, we would like to
“evaluate” elements of Fq(X)[b] and Fq((X−1, b−1)) by mapping b to P/Q. More
precisely, we define the map
evalpd : Fq(X)[b]→ Fq(X)
where b is mapped to P/Q for a given element of Fq(X)[b]. In the same manner,
the map
evald : Fq((X−1, b−1))→ Fq((X−1))
is defined by mapping b to P/Q in a formal Laurent series of Fq((X−1, b−1)).
The following lemma is straightforward, and the succeeding lemma follows from
Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 6.1. Let f = Qb− P .
(i) If y, y′ ∈ Fq(X)[b] with y − y′ ∈ f Fq(X)[b], then
evalpd(y) = evalpd(y
′).
(ii) If ψ,ψ′ ∈ Fq((X−1, b−1)) with ψ − ψ′ ∈ f Fq((X−1, b−1)), then
evald(ψ) = evald(ψ
′).
Lemma 6.2. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system.
(i) If w ∈ Fq[X], then
y =
k∑
i=0
si
Q
bi ∈ Fq(X)[b]
satisfies y = pdb(w) if and only if evalpd(y) = w and si ∈ D for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
(ii) If α ∈ Fq((X−1)), then
ψ =
k∑
i=−∞
si
Q
bi ∈ Fq((X−1, b−1))
satisfies ψ = db(α) if and only if evald(ψ) = α and the infinite string
sk · · · s0s−1s−2 · · · ∈WP/Q.
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Thus, to obtain pdb(w) for some w ∈ Fq[X] we could start with an arbitrary
representative w′ ∈ Fq(X)[b] satisfying evalpd(w) = evalpd(w′) (which can be just
the natural embedding of w in Fq(X)[b]). Then pdb(w) can be computed by adding
a suitable Fq(X)[b]-multiple of f to w′. The same procedure applies in computing
db(α) for a given α ∈ Fq((X−1)). That is, start with α′ ∈ Fq((X−1, b−1)) satisfying
evald(α) = evald(α
′) and add a suitable Fq((X−1, b−1))-multiple of f to α′.
To establish the desired formulas for pdb(w) and db(α) we have to find the
suitable multiple of f in both cases. To this end we need to compute multiplicative
inverses of some elements in Fq((X−1, b−1)). For this we define the notion of an
A-Laurent series (see also [23]). Let x,y ∈ Z2 be linearly independent. Set
(6.4) A := {a : a = sx + ty, s, t ≥ 0} ∩ Z2.
If m ∈ Z2, then we define A+ m as the Minkowski sum
A+ m := {a + m : a ∈ A} .
The commutative ring Fq[[A]] of A-power series in the indeterminates b and X is
defined by
Fq[[A]] :=
{ ∑
(i,j)∈A
aijb
iXj : aij ∈ Fq
}
.
Moreover, the commutative ring of A-Laurent series in the indeterminates b and
X is given by
Fq((A)) :=
⋃
m∈Z2
Fq[[A+m]].
Suppose α ∈ Fq((A)) is written in the form
(6.5) α =
∑
(i,j)∈A+m
aijb
iXj .
Then the support of α is defined as
supp(α) :=
{
(i, j) ∈ Z2 : aij 6= 0
}
.
If α ∈ Fq((A)) and there exists m ∈ supp(α) such that supp(α) ⊂ A+ m, then it
is immediate that m is unique with this property. In such a case we say that α has
an anchor and write m = ancA(α).
Let A be defined as in (6.4). Following [23, Definition 4.4], let 〈·, ·〉 be the
Euclidean inner product of R2 and choose v ∈ Z2 with 〈x,v〉 > 0 and 〈y,v〉 > 0.
Then 〈v, z〉 ≥ 0 for all z ∈ A. For α ∈ Fq((A)), let
ordA(α) := min
z∈supp(α)
〈v, z〉 and |α| := q− ordA(α).
As A is discrete, this is well defined and makes Fq((A)) a topological ring. As
mentioned in [23], Fq((A)) is not complete as a topological space. However, the
following weaker result holds.
Lemma 6.3 (cf. [23, Lemma 4.5]). If (αk)k≥0 is a sequence in Fq((A)) which is
Cauchy and supp(αk) ⊆ A+ m for a fixed m ∈ Z2 and all k ≥ 1, then limk→∞ αk
exists in Fq((A)).
Although the anchor was defined in a slightly different way in [23], the following
lemma can be proved in the same manner as [23, Lemma 4.10].
Lemma 6.4. If α ∈ Fq((A)), then α is a unit of Fq((A)) if and only if ancA(α)
exists.
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Figure 3. Anchors of f = Qb− P
Suppose P,Q ∈ Fq[X], with m := degP , n := degQ, and 0 ≤ n < m. We shall
now consider the polynomial f = Qb − P . Denote by P and Q the points (0,m)
and (1, n), respectively, on the (b,X)-plane (see Figure 3).
If A1 is the cone in Z2 defined by
A1 = {s(0,−1) + t(1, n−m) : s, t ≥ 0} ∩ Z2,
then f ∈ Fq((A1)). Since the anchor of f exists with ancA1(f) = P, it follows from
Lemma 6.4 that f is a unit of Fq((A1)). Let pm be the leading coefficient of P and
f = Qb− P = −pmXm(1−R) ⇐⇒ R = 1 + fX
−m
pm
.
Then the multiplicative inverse of f in Fq((A1)) is given by
(6.6) f−1P =
−X−m
pm
∞∑
i=0
Ri =
−X−m
pm
∞∑
i=0
(
1 +
fX−m
pm
)i
.
By Lemma 6.3 this sum converges since the partial sums form a Cauchy sequence
with support in A1. Analogously, if A2 is defined as
A2 = {s(0,−1) + t(−1,m− n) : s, t ≥ 0} ∩ Z2,
it follows that f ∈ Fq((A2)) with ancA2(f) = Q. Applying the same argument as
before, it follows that f is a unit of Fq((A2)) with
(6.7) f−1Q =
X−nb−1
qn
∞∑
i=0
(
1− fX
−nb−1
qn
)i
,
where qn is the leading coefficient of Q.
If α is defined as in (6.5), we denote by
bαcb =
∑
(i,j)∈supp(α)
i≥0
aijb
iXj and {α}b = α− bαcb .
The notations bαcX and {α}X are defined analogously.
We need the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 6.5.
(i) Let w ∈ Fq[X] be given and f−1P as in (6.6). Then
⌊
wf−1P
⌋
X
∈ Fq[b,X].
(ii) Let v ∈ Fq[b](X) be given and f−1Q as in (6.7). Then bvf−1Q cb ∈ Fq[b](X).
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Proof. It follows from (6.6) that supp(f−1P ) is contained in the cone C with vertex
(0,−m) bounded by the rays (0,−1) and (1, n−m). Thus supp(wf−1P ) is contained
in C + (deg(w), 0). Thus, as b·cX cuts off the part of the support that is contained
in the lower half plane, supp(
⌊
wf−1P
⌋
X
) is either empty or contained in a finite
triangle contained in the first quadrant. This proves (i). Assertion (ii) is proved in
a similar way. 
The next theorem gives an explicit formula to compute pdb(w) for a given poly-
nomial w over Fq, and vice versa.
Theorem 6.6. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and set
f = Qb− P . If w ∈ Fq[X], then
pdb(w) =
f
Q
{
f−1P Qw
}
X
= w − fQ
⌊
f−1P Qw
⌋
X
, and(6.8)
w = f {f−1Q pdb(w)}b = pdb(w)− f bf−1Q pdb(w)cb .(6.9)
Proof. First, note that if we define
y := fQ
{
f−1P Qw
}
X
= w − fQ
⌊
f−1P Qw
⌋
X
,
then we obtain
w − y = fQ
⌊
f−1P Qw
⌋
X
.
Now, Lemma 6.5 yields (1/Q)
⌊
f−1P Qw
⌋
X
∈ Fq[b](X) and, hence, we may apply
Lemma 6.1 (i) to obtain evalpd(y) = evalpd(w) = w.
All that remains is to verify that y is a P/Q-polynomial digit expansion. In view
of (6.1), we need to check that Qy contains no negative power of b and contains
only powers Xi of X satisfying 0 ≤ i < degP . By Lemma 6.5 (i)
(6.10) Qy = f
{
f−1P Qw
}
X
= Qw − f ⌊f−1P Qw⌋X ∈ Fq[b,X]
which proves that the conditions on the positivity of the powers of b and X in Qy
hold. In addition, we have
degX(Qy) = degX
(
f
{
f−1P Qw
}
X
)
< degP
showing that the conditions on the powers of X in Qy are also satisfied. It now
follows from Lemma 6.2 that (6.8) holds.
Suppose that pdb(w) is a P/Q-polynomial digit expansion. To establish (6.9),
setting
(6.11) w′ := f {f−1Q pdb(w)}b = pdb(w)− f bf−1Q pdb(w)cb
we have to show that w′ = w. First note that by Lemma 6.5 (ii)
degb (f {f−1Q pdb(w)}b) ≤ 0 and pdb(w)− f bf−1Q pdb(w)cb ∈ Fq[b]((X−1)),
which implies that, w′ ∈ Fq((X−1)). Since pdb(w) ∈ Fq((b−1, X−1)), applying
Lemma 6.1 (ii) to (6.11) yields
(6.12) w′ = evald(w′) = evald(pdb(w)).
Observe that evalpd is just the restriction of evald to Fq[b](X). Thus (6.12) implies
that w′ = evalpd(pdb(w)) = w which completes the proof. 
The analogue of Theorem 6.6 for any formal Laurent series over Fq in the disk
D(0, 1) reads as follows.
Theorem 6.7. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and set
f = Qb− P . If α ∈ Fq((X−1)) with |α| < 1, then
db(α) =
f
Q bf−1Q QαcX = α− fQ {f−1Q Qα}X , and(6.13)
α = f
⌊
f−1P db(α)
⌋
b
= db(α)− f
{
f−1P db(α)
}
b
.(6.14)
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Proof. Define
ψ := fQ bf−1Q QαcX = α− fQ {f−1Q Qα}X .
Then
α− ψ = fQ {f−1Q Qα}X .
Since the form of f−1Q in (6.7) implies that (1/Q) {f−1Q Qα}X ∈ Fq((b−1, X−1)),
Lemma 6.1 (ii) yields that evald(ψ) = evald(α) = α.
It remains to show that ψ is a P/Q-digit expansion. For this purpose we first
show that
(6.15) Qψ =
k∑
i=−∞
sib
i
with si ∈ Fq[X] and deg si < degP . Indeed this follows from
degX(Qψ) = degX (Qα− f {f−1Q Qα}X) < degP
and
Qψ = f bf−1Q QαcX ∈ Fq((b−1))[X].
In what follows, g = O(b−`) means that g ∈ Fq((b−1, X−1)) with degb g ≤ −`.
Since ff−1Q = 1 and degb(f
−1
Q ) ≤ −1 we must have
f−1Q =
1
Qb
−1 +O(b−2) ⇐⇒ f−1Q Qα = αb−1 +O(b−2)
⇐⇒ bf−1Q QαcX =
⌊
O(b−2)
⌋
X
(note that the last line follows because |α| < 1). Hence, degb bf−1Q QαcX ≤ −2 and
so degb (f bf−1Q QαcX) ≤ −1. Thus, we can strengthen (6.15) by writing
(6.16)
bf−1Q QαcX =
∞∑
i=1
v−ib−i, and
Qψ = f bf−1Q QαcX =
∞∑
i=1
s−ib−i,
where v−i, s−i ∈ Fq[X], and v−1 = 0. Comparing coefficients in (6.16), we obtain
s−i = Qv−i−1 − Pv−i for all i ∈ N. Induction yields that for every positive integer
k, it holds that
s−1
Q
(
P
Q
)k−1
+
s−2
Q
(
P
Q
)k−2
+ · · ·+ s−k
Q
= vk+1 ∈ Fq[X].
Hence, s−1s−2 · · · ∈WP/Q and applying Lemma 6.2 completes the proof of (6.13).
We now proceed to show (6.14). Assume that db(α) corresponds to a P/Q-digit
expansion of some α ∈ D(0, 1). Let
α′ := f
⌊
f−1P db(α)
⌋
b
= db(α)− f
{
f−1P db(α)
}
b
.
By Lemma 6.1, we have to show that α′ ∈ Fq((X−1)). However, since
degb
(
db(α)− f
{
f−1P db(α)
}
b
) ≤ 0 and f ⌊f−1P db(α)⌋b ∈ Fq[b]((X−1)),
we conclude that no nonzero power of b occurs in α′. Hence, α′ ∈ Fq((X−1)). 
Remark 6.8. Note that the coefficients v−i of bf−1Q QαcX in (6.16) have unbounded
degree and are precisely the vi (with a change of sign in the index) that are defined
in (5.5).
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Remark 6.9. For general α ∈ Fq((X−1)), there exists k ∈ N such that (P/Q)−kα ∈
D(0, 1). Then, since
db(α) = b
k db
((
P
Q
)−k
α
)
we can still use Theorem 6.7 in this case.
Remark 6.10. We mention that our unicity theorems as well as Theorems 6.6
and 6.7 remain valid even if Fq is replaced by an arbitrary field F. However, since
this would mean that our digit sets become infinite and thus all our automaticity
results cannot be carried over to this setting we decided to formulate all our results
for the case of finite fields.
7. Christol’s Theorem for P/Q-digit systems
In this section we will prove a version of the Theorem of Christol for rational
function based digit systems (cf. [9, 10] for the classical Theorem of Christol and [5,
Theorem 12.2.5] for a proof of it in a more modern notation). We first need to define
the notion of p-automaticity for elements of Fq((A)). For this we consider a two-
dimensional sequence (amn)m,n∈Z. We denote the four quadrants of the plane by
Q1 : =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2 : x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0} , Q3 : = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : x ≤ 0, y ≤ 0}
Q2 : =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2 : x ≤ 0, y ≥ 0} , Q4 : = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : x ≥ 0, y ≤ 0} .
Then the sequence (amn)m,n∈Z is said to be p-automatic if for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
there exists a DFAO that gives amn, where (m,n) ∈ Qi, as output. Here, the input
is the string of ordered pairs (m0, n0) · · · (mk, nk), where
|m| =
k∑
i=0
mip
i and |n| =
k∑
i=0
nip
i
with mi, ni ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
We say that the A-Laurent series α of the form (6.5) is p-automatic whenever
the two-dimensional sequence (aij)i,j∈Z formed by its coefficients is p-automatic.
It is clear from the definition that α is p-automatic exactly when bαcb and {α}b
(respectively, bαcX and {α}X) are p-automatic.
We say that α ∈ Fq((X−1)) is algebraic over Fq[X] if s0 + s1α+ · · ·+ snαn = 0
for some s0, s1 . . . , sn ∈ Fq[X] which are not all equal to 0. Similarly, a series
α ∈ Fq((A)) is algebraic over Fq[b,X] if f0 + f1α + · · · + fnαn = 0 for some
f0, f1 . . . , fn ∈ Fq[b,X] which are not all equal to 0.
We need the following version of Christol’s Theorem for Fq((A)).
Lemma 7.1 (cf. [23, Proposition 5.12]). Let q = ps and A as in (6.4). Then
α ∈ Fq((A)) is p-automatic if and only if α is algebraic over Fq[b,X].
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. Observe that each
computational step in (6.13) and (6.14) is either automatic or algebraic. Theo-
rem 7.2 then follows by switching back and forth between both notions and applying
Lemma 7.1.
Theorem 7.2. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system, q = ps and
α ∈ Fq((X−1)). Then db(α) is p-automatic if and only if α is algebraic over Fq[X].
Proof. If db(α) is p-automatic, then db(α) is algebraic over Fq[b,X] by Lemma 7.1.
Since f ∈ Fq[b,X], it follows that f−1P db(α) is also algebraic. Hence, f−1P db(α) is p-
automatic by Lemma 7.1. Thus,
⌊
f−1P db(α)
⌋
b
is p-automatic and so it is algebraic.
Finally, by (6.14), we obtain that α = f
⌊
f−1P db(α)
⌋
b
is algebraic over Fq[b,X] by
Lemma 7.1. Since α does not depend on b it is even algebraic over Fq[X].
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Conversely, if α is algebraic over Fq[X] then f−1Q Qα is algebraic over Fq[b,X].
This means that f−1Q Qα is p-automatic by Lemma 7.1. Thus, bf−1Q QαcX is also
p-automatic and, hence, algebraic by Lemma 7.1. It now follows from (6.13) that
db(α) = (f/Q) bf−1Q QαcX is algebraic and, hence, p-automatic by Lemma 7.1. 
8. Connection to Mahler’s Problem for finite fields
A well-known unsolved problem in number theory is the quest for the distribution
of the sequence ((p/q)i mod 1)i∈N, where p, q are coprime integers with p > q ≥ 2.
The analogous problem for polynomials over finite fields was considered in [4]. In
particular, if f = P/Q, where P,Q ∈ Fq[X] are coprime with degP > degQ ≥ 1,
then it was shown that for specific cases that the distribution of the sequence
(
{
f i
}
)i∈N is the Dirac measure δ0 at 0 ∈ Fq((X−1)) or is continuous.
A reformulation of this problem by Mahler is to study instead the distribution of
the sequence (z(p/q)
i
mod 1)i∈N for different real values of z. Using the p/q-digit
expansion of real numbers, it was established in [3] that if p ≥ 2q − 1, then there
exists a subset Yp/q of R/Z with Lebesgue measure q/p such that
{z ∈ R : there is i0 ∈ N such that z(p/q)i mod 1 ∈ Yp/q for i ≥ i0}
is countable infinite.
We give here the analogous result for the finite fields case. Denote by w(v) the
label string of an infinite path that starts with the node v in T (P/Q) and that
always follows the edges whose labels are digits of degree less than degQ. By (4.2),
w(v) is unique for each v ∈ Fq[X]. We call these strings minimal strings. An
element of WP/Q is said to be eventually minimal if it has a suffix which is a
minimal string. Clearly, as Fq[X] is countable, there are countably infinitely many
eventually minimal elements of WP/Q.
Theorem 8.1. Let (P/Q,D) be a rational function based digit system and set
m = degP , n = degQ and r = m− n. If
YP/Q =
∞⋃
i=1
[q−ri−n, q−ri),
then the set
{α ∈ Fq((X−1)) : there is i0 ∈ N such that |{α(P/Q)i}| ∈ YP/Q ∪ {0} for i ≥ i0}
consists of all α ∈ Fq((X−1)) such that the digit string associated with the P/Q-digit
expansion of α is eventually minimal.
Proof. Let α ∈ Fq((X−1)) with ⟪α⟫P/Q = sk · · · s0.s−1s−2 · · · . Since
sk · · · s0s−1s−2 · · · ∈WP/Q,
we have {α(P/Q)i} = pi(.s−i−1s−i−2 · · · ). Then it follows from Theorem 4.6 that
|{α(P/Q)i}| is eventually 0 if and only if α = 0.
Suppose α 6= 0. If sk · · · s0s−1s−2 · · · is eventually minimal, then there exists
` ∈ N such that deg s−i < n for i > `. Thus, by Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 4.6, we
have |{α(P/Q)i}| ∈ YP/Q for all i > `. On the other hand, if sk · · · s0s−1s−2 · · ·
is not eventually minimal, then we can always find a sufficiently large ` ∈ N such
that n ≤ deg s−` < m. Then by Lemma 5.5, |{α(P/Q)`}| /∈ YP/Q. 
Remark 8.2. If m ≤ 2n, then YP/Q simplifies to YP/Q = (0, q−r).
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